glucose uptake in tumors, and a standard acidoCEST MRI protocol that measures extracellular pH (pHe) in tumors, were simultaneously performed to assess eight vehicle-treated (control) mice and eight metformin-treated mice 1 day before treatment, 1 day after initiating daily treatment with metformin, and 7 days after initiating treatment. Longitudinal changes in SUV max and extracellular pH (pHe) were evaluated for each treatment group, and differences in SUV max and pHe between metformin-treated and control groups were also evaluated. Results: MRI acquisition protocols had little effect on the PET count rate, and the PET instrumentation had little effect on image contrast during acidoCEST MRI, verifying that [ 18 F]FDG PET and acidoCEST MRI can be performed simultaneously. The average SUV max of the tumor model had a significant decrease after 7 days of treatment with metformin, as expected. The average tumor pHe decreased after 7 days of metformin treatment, which reflected the inhibition of the consumption of cytosolic lactic acid caused by metformin. However, the average SUV max of the tumor model was not significantly different between the metformintreated and control groups after 7 days of treatment, and average pHe was also not significantly different between these groups. For comparison, the combination of average SUV max and pHe measurements significantly differed between the treatment group and control group on Day 7. Conclusions: [ 18 F]FDG PET and acidoCEST MRI studies can be performed simultaneously. The synergistic combination of assessing glucose uptake and tumor acidosis can improve differentiation of a drug-treated group from a control group during drug treatment of a tumor model.
Introduction
Molecular imaging of cancer has often exploited the dysregulated metabolism of solid tumors. For example, 2-deoxy-2-[
18 F]fluoro-D-glucose ([ 18 F]FDG) is commonly administered to patients, which accumulates in tumor cells that have upregulated glucose transport to feed a variety of metabolic processes including glycolysis [1] . Positron emission tomography (PET) is then used to detect the localized accumulation of [ 18 F]FDG to identify viable regions of a primary tumor, as well as viable metastases. Furthermore, [ 18 F]FDG PET is used to monitor a general decrease in tumor metabolism in response to anti-cancer treatment, both in patients undergoing treatment and in small animal tumor models tested with experimental therapeutics [2, 3] .
As another example of imaging tumor metabolism, the extracellular pH (pHe) of the tumor microenvironment can be measured using chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [4] . We have developed a version of this molecular imaging technique to monitor tumor glycolysis that causes lactic acid production and secretion, which is known as acidoCEST MRI [5] [6] [7] . Other researchers have developed similar CEST MRI methods that have been used to measure pHe in tumors, kidneys, and bladder, which further demonstrates the feasibility of this MRI technique [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Using these methods, tumors with faster growth rates have been shown to have lower pHe values, indicating that tumor pHe is a biomarker for tumor viability that may compliment [ 18 F]FDG PET studies [5] . Also, these CEST MRI methods have shown that tumor pHe can significantly increase in response to drugs that generally decrease tumor metabolism, which may also compliment [ 18 F]FDG PET studies [13] . Similarly, these methods have measured an increase in tumor pHe in response to an inhibitor of the lactic acid production pathway [14, 15] , and a decrease in tumor pHe in response to a mitochondrial poison that redirects glucose metabolism towards glycolysis and lactic acid production [16] . These latter studies suggest that acidoCEST MRI can provide new insights into changes in tumor metabolism that can further compliment [ 18 F]FDG PET studies when evaluating drug response in tumors.
AcidoCEST MRI detects two CEST signals from two types of amide protons on iopamidol (Isovue®, Bracco Imaging SpA, Milan, Italy), a CT agent that has been repurposed for our MRI studies (Fig. 1a) [17, 18] . Selective radio frequency saturation of the MR resonance frequency of an amide proton causes the MR signal of the respective proton to disappear. Chemical exchange between a saturated proton and a proton on a water molecule transfers the saturation to water, causing the MR signal of water to decrease (Fig. 1c-f) [19] . The chemical exchange rate of each type of amide proton on iopamidol has different dependencies on pH, so that an analysis of the CEST effects from both amide protons can measure pH [7] . In practice, the saturation frequency is iterated among many values to generate a CEST spectrum that is analyzed to measure pH (Fig. 1b) . In addition, CEST is an insensitive imaging technique, requiring signal averaging to produce highquality results. CEST images are acquired before and after administration of the contrast agent, so that the difference between the images can be used to remove the effects of endogenous CEST contrast from the analysis of the exogenous agent. These many multi-second image acquisitions typically require a lengthy~35 min to complete, and additional time to optimize imaging conditions can cause acidoCEST MRI scan to take~45 min to perform. This lengthy scan time limits opportunities to append additional molecular imaging methods to the scan session, such as performing a [
18 F]FDG PET scan before or after an acidoCEST MRI scan.
To address this practical limitation, instrumentation has been developed to perform simultaneous PET/MRI studies [20] . A PET detector can be inserted into an MRI magnet, providing the opportunity to independently perform PET and MRI studies without loss in image quality from each modality. We sought to investigate whether a PET/MRI system could provide a practical platform for performing simultaneous [ 
Materials and Methods

PET/MRI System
Simultaneous PET/MRI studies were facilitated by using a NuPET™ PET imaging system (Cubresa, Inc., Winnepeg, MB, Canada) and a 7T Biospec MR imaging system (Bruker Biospec, Inc., Billerica, MA) [21] . A cylindrical, quadrature MR transceiver volume coil (Bruker Biospec, Inc.) with a 35 mm inner diameter and 55 mm outer diameter was placed inside a 5-mm-thick plastic sleeve, which was then placed in a cylindrical NuPET™ detector that had a 60 mm inner diameter and a 114 mm outer diameter. The axial centers of the MRI coil and PET detector system were aligned within 1 mm. The transverse axes of each detector were also approximately aligned, and further alignment of PET and MR images was performed with rigid rotation of the transverse images using VivoQuant v3.0 (INVICRO, Inc., Boston, MA). Then this assembly was placed inside the 20-cm cylindrical magnet bore, which contained a cylindrical B-GA 12S gradient coil with a 114 mm inner diameter and 198 mm outer diameter. The axial centers of the detector were aligned with the axial center of the bore within 1 mm.
To test this configuration, we compared the PET count rates acquired with [ 18 F]FDG in saline that had activities between 2 and 35 MBq with no MR acquisition and while acquiring fast low angle shot (FLASH), rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE), echo planar imaging (EPI), and CEST fast imaging with steady state precession (FISP) MRI acquisition sequences. We also compared MR images with these acquisition methods with and without the NuPET™ system in the magnet bore. MR images were acquired at room temperature using 20 tubes with 3 mm inner diameters and 5 mm outer diameters, each filled with 0.5 mM Gd-DOTA (Dotarem, Gubert LLC, Bloomington, IN) to reduce the T 1 relaxation time constant to 0.4 s and allow the imaging session to be performed more rapidly. Measurements of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were performed at the center of the coil, by measuring the standard deviation of the image area that did not represent a sample, and measuring signal from an image area that represented a sample at + 2.0 and − 2.0 cm from the center along the axial dimension, and + 1.0 and − 1.0 cm along the orthogonal transverse axes, for a total of seven measurements. In addition, the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was evaluated for the CEST-FISP MRI protocol with and without the NuPET™ system, because CEST is a measure of relative MRI contrast rather than absolute MRI signal. The CNR measurements were obtained by comparing the MR signal of a sample without and with selective saturation applied at 10 ppm.
Tumor Model
All mice were cared for in compliance with protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Arizona. MIA PaCa-2 human pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma cells were prepared by trypsinization, rinsing once in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and suspended in 50 % Matrigel™ (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and 50 % PBS. Sixteen female SCID (6-8 weeks old) mice purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA), approximately 20 g each, were injected subcutaneously in the right flank with 10 7 cells in 0.1 ml of saline. Tumor volume measurements were performed using a caliper every 2 days, calculated as π/6 × (short axis) 2 × ( long axis). Tumors grew for 21 days to a minimum volume of 300 mm 3 before initiating PET/MRI studies. We designed the study with substantially large tumors so that tumors remained constant for 3 days before acquiring images, to provide some assurance that the tumors were physiologically stable.
Mice were fasted for at least 5 h prior to PET/MRI scans. After obtaining PET/MR images on day −1 (relative to initiating treatment on day 0), seven mice were treated with 350 mg/Kg metformin in 100 μl of 0.9 % saline administered intraperitoneally daily for 8 days. Another seven mice were treated with 100 μl of 0.9 % saline without metformin, also administered intraperitoneally daily for 8 days. PET/MR images were also acquired on day 1 and day 7. One mouse per group expired after initiating treatment on day 0 and before imaging on day 1. Two mice in the control group were not imaged on day 1 and day 7 due to limited availability of [ ]FDG was diluted with 0.9 % saline to prepare a sample with 4-12 MBq (0.1-0.32 mCi) in 250 μl total volume. This sample was intravenously injected into a mouse under 1.5 % isoflurane anesthesia in O 2 carrier gas (Fig. 2) . Anesthesia was removed from the mouse for 45 min to improve tracer uptake into the tumor. The mouse was then prepared for PET/MR imaging by reanesthetizing the mouse with 1.5-2.5 % isoflurane in O 2 carrier gas, placing a 27 G catheter in the tail vein, and inserting the mouse into the PET/MRI system. The flank tumor was positioned to be at the axial center of the MRI and PET detectors. To obtain PET images, a 1 min localizer PET scan was performed to center the mouse within the detectors. Then a PET image was acquired with a 6.4 × 6.4 cm 2 FOV for 56 min, while MR images were simultaneously acquired as described below. During the scan session, physiologic respiration rate and core body temperature of the mouse were monitored while maintaining their temperature at 37.0 ± 0.2°C using warm air controlled by a temperature feedback system (SA Instruments, New York, USA). After the PET/MRI scan session, the mouse was removed from the PET/MRI system and allowed to recover.
In vivo PET
In vivo MR Imaging
We performed a RARE MRI acquisition to localize the flank tumor, which required 3.1 min to acquire. AcidoCEST MRI studies were performed with a CEST-FISP MRI acquisition protocol using a 3.7 ms TR; 1.6 ms TE; 1 average; 15°e xcitation pulse angle; 1.0-mm slice thickness; 6.4 cm 2 FOV; 128 × 128 matrix; 0.5 mm 2 in-plane resolution; centric encoding order; unbalanced BFID^mode; 393 ms scan time [22] . The saturation period that preceded each FISP acquisition consisted of 3.0 μT saturation power and a 3.0 s continuous wave radio frequency pulse with no additional spoiling, fat saturation pulses or respiration gating. Selective saturation was applied at 40 frequencies ranging from − 11 to − 3 ppm in 2 ppm increments; − 2.5 to 2.5 ppm in 0.5 ppm increments; 2.7 to 9 ppm in 0.3 ppm increments; and at 10 and 11 ppm. This series of 40 CEST images was acquired four times for a total scan time of 13 min. Then 200 μl of 370 mgI/ml (976 mM) iopamidol was administered through the tail vein catheter. Iopamidol was then infused via the catheter at 400 μl/h for the remainder of the MRI scan session. Six post-injection acidoCEST MRI scans were conducted in a total scan time of 23 min.
Image Processing
The 3D PET image was reconstructed using Ordered Subset Maximum A Posteriori One-Step Late (OSMAPOSL) iterative algorithm to provide 0.64 × 0.64 × 1.0 mm resolution. The mean activity in the tumor was measured using VivoQuant v3.0, and was normalized by the time-corrected injected dose and mouse body weight to produce a measurement of SUV max .
CEST MR images were analyzed on a pixelwise basis using customized software developed with MATLAB R2016b (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) [7] . For each mouse, the average of four pre-injection and six postinjection MR images were spatially smoothed with Gaussian filtering. The pre-injection image was subtracted from the post-injection image at each saturation frequency, which removed static CEST image contrast before and after injection of the agent. The difference images were used to construct a CEST spectrum for each pixel of the tumor. The Bloch-McConnell equations modified to include pHe as a fitting parameter were fit to each CEST spectrum. This analysis estimated the pHe and concentration of agent in each pixel. The average of the pixelwise pH and concentration values were determined for each tumor. Although a similar process could have generated a single CEST spectrum of the region-of-interest in the tumor, the pixelwise analysis can more easily reduce the effects of B 0 and B 1 inhomogeneity throughout the tumor when estimating concentration and pHe [6] .
Statistical Analysis
A Student's t test assuming two tails and equal variances was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the average change in SUV max from day −1 to day 1 or day 7 for the treated group, and the same changes in SUV max for the control group. The same tests were performed to evaluate average changes in pHe and concentration of the agent. A Student's t test was also used to evaluate differences in the treated vs. control groups for SUV max , pHe, or concentration on day −1, 1, or 7. In a separate analysis, a Hotelling's T 2 distribution test was used to evaluate the combination of SUV max and pHe for the same relationships listed above.
Results
The MRI transceiver coil fit snugly within the NuPET™ detector, and the NuPET™ detector fit snugly within the magnet bore with the gradient system, which facilitated alignment of the coils. A comparison of PET and MR images verified that the axial centers of each coil matched within 1 mm, which is the spatial resolution of the PET images. The 3D PET image volume was easily aligned with the 2D MR image by rigid rotation about the longitudinal axis of the images.
The PET count rates while performing MRI acquisitions were within 2 % of PET count rates without performing MRI acquisitions, indicating that PET acquisitions were not affected by MRI acquisitions even during fast MR gradient switching or long selective saturation pulses. This result agreed with previous PET assessments of this technology [23] . The SNR of spin-echo and gradient echo MR images with the NuPET™ insert were within 97-101 % of the SNR without the insert, with a standard deviation of 2.3-3.4 % among the seven measurements made with each MR imaging protocol. In addition, the NuPET™ insert did not create artifacts or spatial distortions that were visible in the MR images. The SNR of the EPI and CEST-FISP MR images with the NuPET™ insert were 89 and 88 % of the SNR without the insert, demonstrating a minor signal loss for MR protocols with fast gradient switching during acquisition. This result agreed with previous MRI assessments of this technology [24] . However, the CEST-FISP MR images with the PET insert had a CNR that was 96 % of the CNR without the PET insert, demonstrating that the PET insert only has a minor effect on CEST-FISP MRI studies. Furthermore, acidoCEST MRI relies on the ratio of CEST signals generated from two types of amide protons on iopamidol. Decreasing the CEST signals from each amide proton by the same percentage does not affect this ratio of CEST signals, or the widths of the features in the CEST spectrum, and therefore does not impact the measurement of pH with acidoCEST MRI [25] . Overall, these studies verified that both [ 18 F]FDG PET and acidoCEST MRI could be performed simultaneously.
The PET/MRI system successfully produced CEST spectra with good CNR (Fig. 3a, b, Figs. S1-S3) .
The CEST signal from the proton at 5.6 ppm is stronger at lower pHe relative to the signal from the proton at 4.2 ppm, while the CEST signal from the proton at 4.2 ppm is stronger at higher pHe. Bloch fitting of the relative amplitudes as well as the widths of the features in the CEST spectrum are largely responsible for estimating pHe (Fig. 3c,  d, Figs . S1-S3) [7, 26] . For comparison, the absolute magnitudes of both CEST signals at 5.6 and 4.2 ppm are dependent on concentration, so that Bloch fitting of the magnitude of the CEST spectrum is largely responsible for estimating concentration. This result shows that pHe and concentration can both be estimated from Bloch fitting in a largely independent manner. Our Bloch fitting method for analyzing CEST spectra was used to create pixelwise parametric maps of pHe and agent concentration in each tumor, which were compared to corresponding parametric maps of SUV max from PET imaging (Fig. 4a-d, Figs. S4-S6 ).
We first evaluated the changes in SUV max or pHe as individual imaging biomarkers, using a One Sample Student's t test. A significant decrease in SUV max was observed between day −1 and day 7 in the group of mice treated with metformin (Fig. 5a) . Similarly, a significant decrease in pHe was observed between the same days for this treatment group (Fig. 5b) . For comparison, the decrease in SUV max and pHe was not significant between Day −1 and Day 1, indicating that metformin required more than 1 day to affect tumor metabolism (Fig. 5c) . A significant decrease in SUV max was observed between day −1 and day 7 in the control group (Fig. 5a ). This result suggested that the mice were affected by the handling and imaging scan sessions during the 9 days of the study, leading to lower glucose uptake in the tumor.
The average SUV max and pHe of the tumors were not significantly different between metformin-treated and control groups at the start of the study, as anticipated (Table S1 ). However, SUV max and pHe were also not significantly different between the two groups of mice on day 1 or day 7, raising concerns that these individual imaging biomarkers each failed to distinguish treatment from control. This result was particularly concerning for the study of pHe, because this result differed from the longitudinal change in tumor pHe that was significant for the treatment group but not for the control group. This lack of significant differences between the two groups on day 7 once again suggested that the mice were affected by the handling and imaging scan sessions during the 9 days of the study, which complicated the evaluation of treatment effects.
The same statistical analysis of the concentration of agent in the tumor showed a significant increase in agent concentration in the treated group between day −1 and day 7 ( Fig. 5c and Table S1 ). A similar longitudinal change was not observed in the control group. This result suggested that metformin may have increased vascular perfusion in the tumor [27] . Similar to the results with the other imaging biomarkers, agent concentration was not significantly different between the two groups of mice on day −1 as anticipated, and yet the concentration was not significantly different between the two groups of mice on day 1 or day 7, so that concentration measurements failed to distinguish treatment from control.
We then evaluated the combination of SUV max and pHe as synergistic biomarkers, using a Two-Sample Hotelling's T 2 Distribution test (Table S1 ). This multivariate approach showed a significant change in the metformin-treated group from day −1 to day 7, further validating that the PET and MRI biomarkers are sensitive to treatment response. More importantly, the control group did not show a significant longitudinal change based on this multivariate analysis. This result differed from evaluation of longitudinal changes in SUV max for the control group that showed a significant decrease over time. This different result with multivariate analysis suggested that the handling and imaging scan sessions were insufficient to significantly change overall tumor metabolism, even though glucose uptake was affected. Most importantly, the multivariate analysis showed that the combination of SUV max and pHe significantly differed between the treatment group and control group on day 7. This last result strengthened the assessment of metformin treatment, by showing a difference between treatment vs. control in addition to the longitudinal progression caused by treatment.
Discussion
Simultaneous PET/MRI greatly facilitated our experimental design. In addition, no mice expired during our PET/MRI scan process (2 of 14 mice expired between imaging scans).
In our previous attempt to perform this study with serial acidoCEST MRI followed by PET, six of eight mice expired during the transfer from the MRI instrument to the PET instrument or during the PET scan, and the two mice that survived were in poor physiological condition after the MRI and PET scans. This catastrophic loss during the serial study was attributed to the long sequential scan process, and additional handling and transport between MRI and PET scanning. Another serial PET and CEST MRI study was recently performed with shorter imaging protocols and a customized animal bed to facilitate transport, which demonstrated that serial PET and CEST MRI can be performed with care [28] . Yet as this other recent study indicated, maintaining the physiology of the mice is critical for studying drug effects on tumor metabolism, which is greatly facilitated by performing PET and MRI simultaneously.
Other studies have demonstrated effects on mouse physiology due to prolonged anesthetic and in vivo imaging scans. Our studies reflect those previous observations by showing a decrease in SUV max and pHe in the untreated control mice [29] [30] [31] .
Our simultaneous PET/MRI study showed that PET or MRI could not individually differentiate drug-treated and control mice after initiating treatment. However, the simultaneous combination of the two imaging modalities could differentiate the two test groups 7 days after treatment was started. Furthermore, the combination of PET and MRI could detect a longitudinal change in the treated group that was not significantly present in the control group. As an additional benefit, the comparison of changes in SUV max and pHe can provide greater insights regarding changes in cancer metabolism. In our study, the control group showed a longitudinal decrease in SUV max without a significant decrease in pHe, which suggested that a change in glycolysis was not significant relative to an overall decrease in glucose uptake.
The therapeutic effects of metformin on tumor models in both mice and humans have been well studied [32, 33] . However, a decrease in tumor pHe after metformin treatment may seem counterintuitive, because a decrease in tumor 18 F]FDG PET showed a significant decrease (p ≤ 0.05) in the metformin-treated group and in the control group with longitudinal imaging. SUV max was not significantly different (p 9 0.05) between the metformin-treated and control groups on day 7. b pHe also significantly decreased in the metformin-treated group, but the decrease in pHe in the control group was not significant. pHe was not significantly different between the metformin-treated and control groups on day 7. c The concentration of iopamidol in the tumor significantly increased in the metformin-treated group, but did not significantly increase in the control group. Iopamidol concentrations were not significantly different between the metformin-treated and control groups on day 7. metabolism would be expected to decrease lactic acid production, leading to an increase in tumor pHe. However, the observed decrease in tumor pHe can be explained by metformin's therapeutic mechanism. Metformin inhibits the mitochondrial glycerophosphate shuttle that normally increases NAD + concentration in the cytosol, which is used by lactate dehydrogenase B in the cytosol to convert lactic acid to glucose during gluconeogenesis [34] . Therefore, metformin indirectly inhibits the consumption of lactic acid in the cytosol, which leads to a decrease in tumor pHe [35] . While the observed decrease in tumor pHe provided evidence for the mechanistic effects of metformin, the decrease in tumor pHe could have been erroneously interpreted as an overall increase in tumor metabolism after treatment with metformin. Therefore, [ 18 F]FDG PET analysis was critical for validating an overall decrease in tumor metabolism, which strengthens the interpretation of the acidoCEST MRI results. This synergy during experimental interpretation shows an additional merit for employing simultaneous PET/MRI during small animal drug studies.
Our initial PET/MRI study was designed to investigate the merits of simultaneous measurements of SUV max and pHe. Based on these promising results, future PET/MRI studies are warranted with larger experimental designs. In particular, the number of mice in our preliminary study could be increased, especially to provide for more robust multivariate statistical analyses. Ex vivo histopathology should be included to validate drug effects on tumor metabolism. The concentration of iopamidol in the tumor tissue could also be used as an additional multivariate biomarker, especially for anti-cancer treatments that are anticipated to change tumor vascular perfusion as well as metabolism. From a technical perspective, our initial PET/ MRI study indicated that a higher concentration of [ 18 F]FDG could be administered for PET studies, which may improve the precision of the SUV max measurements. Overall, our initial study shows the merits of simultaneous PET/MRI for performing these future studies.
Conclusions
Our results have demonstrated that [ 18 F]FDG PET and acidoCEST MRI studies can be performed simultaneously. The combination of SUV max and pHe measurements provided a stronger assessment of the response to metformin in a MIA PaCa-2 flank tumor model. In addition, the decrease in tumor pHe matched expectations based on the therapeutic mechanism of metformin, while the decrease in SUV max matched expectations based on general therapeutic effect, providing a more insightful evaluation of the effect of metformin on tumor metabolism.
